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Survey of modeling, analysis, and control
of hybrid systems
B. De Schutter, W. P. M. H. Heemels, J. Lunze, and C. Prieur

An overview of various modeling frameworks for hybrid systems is given
followed by a comparison of the modeling power and the model complexity, which can serve as a guideline for choosing the right model for a given
analysis or control problem with hybrid dynamics. Then, the main analysis
and design tasks for hybrid systems are surveyed together with the methods for their solution, which will be discussed in more detail in subsequent
chapters.
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2.1 Models for hybrid systems
2.1.1 Overview
As models are the ultimate tools for obtaining and dealing with knowledge, not only
in engineering, but also in philosophy, biology, sociology, and economics, a search
has been undertaken for appropriate mathematical models for hybrid systems. This
section gives an overview of the modeling formalisms that have been elaborated in
hybrid systems theory in the past.
Structure of hybrid systems Many different models have been proposed in literature, as will be seen in following chapters. These models can be distinguished with
respect to the phenomena that they are able to represent in an explicit form. Consequently, these models have different fields of applications. The main idea of these
models is described by the block diagram shown in Fig. 2.1, which is often used in
literature as a starting point of hybrid systems modeling and analysis, although not
all models use this structure in a direct way.

Continuous input u(t)

Discrete input v(t)

Continuous output y(t)

Discrete output w(t)

Fig. 2.1 Structure of hybrid systems.
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The hybrid character of the system is reflected in this structure by the combination of a continuous-variable system shown in the upper part of the figure and
a discrete-event system below. The continuous input and the continuous output are
associated with the continuous subsystem and the discrete signals with the discrete
subsystem. The continuous subsystem describes how the continuous state x(t) of the
hybrid system develops over time. The discrete subsystem characterizes the evolution of the discrete state q(t).
As the signals occurring in both subsystems have different signal spaces, an interconnection between both model parts necessitates two interfaces, which are called
the discrete-to-continuous interface or the continuous-to-discrete interface, respectively. The discrete-to-continuous interface associates with a discrete signal value
that is generated by the discrete-event subsystem a continuous-valued signal that
acts as an input of the continuous subsystem. This interface is also called an injector.
The continuous-to-discrete interface transforms a continuous-variable signal into a
signal with discrete signal space. It typically tests whether the continuous signal has
exceeded a given threshold or, more generally, whether the continuous state x(t) has
reached a switching surface. The result is an event, which is described by the event
name and the event time instant. Therefore, this interface is often called an event
generator and are formed by guards and invariants in hybrid automata.
The models described below distinguish with respect to the way in which they
represent the two kinds of subsystems shown in the figure and the interfaces.
Models for hybrid systems A whole range of possible model structures for hybrid
systems has already been proposed, of which we present a partial list below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hybrid automata (Chapters 3);
switched systems (Chapters 4);
piecewise linear or piecewise affine models (Chapters 4);
timed automata and timed or hybrid Petri nets (Section 2.1.8);
differential automata;
mixed logical dynamical models (Section 5.1);
real-time temporal logics and timed communicating sequential processes;
complementarity systems (Section 5.2);
hybrid inclusions (Section 5.3).

This list of model classes is by no means exhaustive and we will not discuss them
all here, but will only focus on the most well-known, which will also be treated in
more detail in the following chapters. Additional references to other hybrid modeling
formalisms not discussed here will be provided in the bibliographical notes at the end
of the chapter.
The common feature of all the modeling paradigms and in fact of hybrid systems in general is the interaction of different dynamics. This also indicates that the
model structure should mix two modeling formalisms. Typically, one might think of
the interaction of time-driven models (governed by differential or difference equations) on one hand, and event-driven systems (described by, e.g., temporal logic,
automata, finite-state machines, etc.) or logic rules on the other hand. In some way
these features should be combined in one model structure. One generally accepted
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manner of looking at hybrid systems is via hybrid automata, which have already
been introduced in Section 1.1 and which can be seen as a cross product of finitestate machines and differential or difference equations (depending one whether a
discrete-time or continuous-time formalism is used).
2.1.2 Hybrid automata
Hybrid automata result as an extension of finite-state machines by associating with
each discrete state a system of differential or difference equations that describe how
in this discrete state the continuous state evolves. The underlying modeling philosophy has already been explained in Section 1.2 and will be formally introduced in
Chapter 3.
We would like to stress that it can be a nontrivial task to rewrite a physical model
description in terms of a hybrid automaton. In particular, the definition of the guards,
invariants, and reset maps (i.e. switching and re-initialization rules) can be really
involved.
2.1.3 Switched systems
A quite general class of hybrid systems concerns switched systems given by
ẋ(t) = fq(t) (x(t)),

(2.1)

where x ∈ Rn denotes the state and q : R+ → {1, . . . , N } is the switching signal
that determines which vector field fq with q ∈ {1, . . . , N } is active at time t ∈ R+ .
For a fixed q, (2.1) describes a nonswitched system, which is sometimes called the
subsystem of a switched system. In this context, switching means the currently active
subsystem is changed to another one.
The switching can depend on time only as above, but it can also be a function of
the state x(t) at time t or of an external input, and it can even have memory in it.
In particular, when the switching only depends on the state variable x(t) at the
present time t, one speaks of discontinuous dynamical systems or piecewise smooth
systems. An example is the system below, which switches between two dynamics as
a result of inequalities in the state variable:

f− (x(t)), if φ(x(t)) < 0 ,
ẋ(t) = f (x(t)) =
(2.2)
f+ (x(t)), if φ(x(t)) > 0 .
The state space is separated into two parts by a hyper-surface defined by φ(x) =
0 (Fig. 2.2). On one side of the surface C+ := {x ∈ Rn | φ(x) > 0} the dynamics
ẋ = f+ (x) holds, on the opposite side C− := {x ∈ Rn | φ(x) < 0} the dynamics ẋ = f− (x) is valid. Hence, one can also consider this system as a differential
equation with a discontinuous right-hand side [237].
As the choice of whether the vector field f − or f + is active at time t only depends on the state x(t), no discrete state is necessary to describe such systems. In the
light of the description of hybrid systems given in Chapter 1, systems of this class
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C+
x = f+ ( x )

f ( x) = 0

x = f− ( x )

C−

Fig. 2.2 Switching dynamics.

are not “real” hybrid system. However, they cannot be analyzed by standard methods elaborated for nonlinear systems, because the Lipschitz continuity of the vector
field f is lost at the switching surface and, consequently, the definition of solutions
and well-posedness have to be extended with respect to nonlinear systems. Therefore, new methods for dealing with such systems have been developed in the field
of hybrid dynamical systems, and q is said to be the discrete state or the operation
mode of the system. The behavior of such a system will be discussed in more detail
in Chapter 4.
2.1.4 Piecewise affine systems
If the discontinuous dynamical system has affine dynamics in each region and the
regions are polytopic, we obtain the well-studied class of piecewise affine (PWA)
systems, which can be considered both in discrete or continuous time. Discrete-time
PWA systems are described by


x(k + 1) = Aq x(k) + Bq u(k) + fq
x(k)
∈ Cq ,
for
(2.3)
u(k)
y(k) = Cq x(k) + Dq u(k) + gq
for the operation modes q = 1, . . . , N , where C1 , . . . , CN are convex polyhedra (i.e.
given by a finite number of linear inequalities) in the input/state space with nonoverlapping interiors. The variables u(k) ∈ Rm , x(k) ∈ Rn , and y(k) ∈ Rl denote
the input, state, and output, respectively, at discrete time step k with k ∈ IN.
PWA systems have been studied extensively as they form the “simplest” extension of linear systems that can still model many nonlinear and non-smooth processes
with arbitrary accuracy and that are capable of handling some hybrid phenomena.
Chapter 4 gives a thorough survey of the results obtained for such systems.
Many authors also study the continuous-time variant of the above model, which
is given by


ẋ(t) = Aq x(t) + Bq u(t) + fq
x(t)
∈ Cq ,
for
u(t)
y(t) = Cq x(t) + Dq u(t) + gq
for q = 1, . . . , N , where C1 , . . . , CN are convex polyhedra, and the time t now
evolves on the real line R. In this chapter we will mostly focus on the discretetime version as one can establish some relations to other well-known hybrid model
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classes, such as mixed logical dynamical models and linear complementarity models
(Section 5.3). In the following chapters the continuous-time PWA models will play
a more dominant role.

Example 2.1

Integrator system with saturation

As a very simple example of a PWA model we can consider an integrator with upper saturation:

x(k) + u(k) if x(k) + u(k)  1,
x(k + 1) =
1
if x(k) + u(k)  1,
(2.4)
y(k) = x(k).
If we rewrite (2.4) as in (2.3) then we get


C1 = (x(k), u(k))T ∈ R2  x(k) + u(k) 


C2 = (x(k), u(k))T ∈ R2  x(k) + u(k) 
A1 = 1, A2 = 0, B 1 = 1, B 2 = 0,
f 1 = 0,

f 2 = 1,

D 1 = D 2 = 0,


1 ,

1 ,

C 1 = C 2 = 1,

g1 = g 2 = 0 .

The system has two operation modes (q = 1 and q = 2) for which two sets of parameter
matrices are described above. 

More details on PWA systems and additional results involving the control of
PWA systems are presented in Chapter 4.
2.1.5 Mixed logical dynamical systems
In [62] a class of hybrid systems has been introduced in which logic, dynamics, and
constraints are integrated. This resulted in the description
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + B1 u(k) + B2 δ(k) + B3 z(k),
y(k) = Cx(k) + D1 u(k) + D2 δ(k) + D3 z(k),
E1 x(k) + E2 u(k) + E3 δ(k) + E4 z(k)  g5 ,

(2.5a)
(2.5b)
(2.5c)

where x(k) can contain both real and boolean (i.e. 1 or 0) components (y(k) and
u(k) have a similar structure), and where z(k) and δ(k) are respectively real-valued
and boolean auxiliary variables. The inequalities (2.5c) have to be interpreted componentwise. Systems of the form (2.5) are called mixed logical dynamical (MLD)
systems.
More detailed information on MLD systems is provided in Section 5.1.
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2.1.6 Complementarity systems
Complementarity systems arise when differential equations
ẋ(t) = f (x(t), w(t), u(t)),

(2.6a)

z(t) = g(x(t), w(t), u(t))

(2.6b)

are coupled to “complementarity conditions”
0 ≤ z(t) ⊥ w(t) ≥ 0,

(2.6c)

where the inequalities are interpreted componentwise and ⊥ indicates the orthogonality between the vectors z(t) and w(t), i.e. z T (t)w(t) = 0. In the above description x(t) is the state, u(t) is the control input, and w(t), z(t) are the complementarity variables. The complementarity conditions (2.6c) constitute a particular system
of equalities and inequalities, which are related to the well-known relations between
the constraint variables and Lagrange multipliers in the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions for optimality, the voltage–current relationship of ideal diodes, the conditions
between unilateral constraints and reaction forces in constrained mechanics, etc. As
such, the complementarity framework includes mechanical systems with unilateral
constraints, constrained optimal control problems, switched electrical circuits, piecewise linear systems, etc.
To reveal the hybrid nature of complementarity systems, observe that (2.6c) implies that wi (t) = 0 or zi (t) = 0 for each i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. As a consequence,
the system (2.6) has 2m modes. Each mode can be characterized by the active index set J ⊆ {1, ,̇m}, such that zi = 0, if i ∈ J, and wi = 0, if i ∈ J c , where
J c := {1, . . . , n} \ J. For the mode corresponding to J the dynamics is given by the
following system of differential and algebraic equations (DAEs):
ẋ(t) = f (x(t), w(t), u(t)),
z(t) = g(x(t), w(t), u(t)),

(2.7a)
(2.7b)

zi (t) = 0 if i ∈ J and wi (t) = 0 if i ∈ J c ,

(2.7c)

The evolution of system (2.6) will be governed by (2.7) for the mode corresponding
to J as long as the remaining inequalities (the “invariant” in the terminology of
hybrid automata) in (2.6c)
zi (t) ≥ 0 if i ∈ J c and wi (t) ≥ 0 if i ∈ J

(2.8)

are satisfied. Impending violation of (2.8) will trigger a mode change. As a consequence, during the evolution in time of the system several mode dynamics will be
active successively and resets of the state vector might be necessary (think of constrained mechanical systems with impacts).
A particular class of complementarity systems, viz. linear complementarity systems, will be discussed in Section 5.2.
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2.1.7 Discretely controlled continuous systems
In an important application of switched systems the switching signal is determined
by a controller in dependence of the state x. The structure of discretely controlled
continuous systems is shown in Fig. 2.3. The control input q(t) is a discrete signal
that prescribes the operation mode of the plant. This class of systems will be considered in detail in Section 6.5.

Plant
x

q
Controller

Fig. 2.3 Discretely controlled continuous system.

The difference between the switching schemes used in PWA or discretely controlled continuous systems is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. For PWA systems, the continuous
state space Rn is partitioned into sets Cq (q ∈ Q) and the q-th vector field f q is valid
as long as the state x remains in the set Cq . Hence, the operation mode q(t) at time
t depends only on the current continuous state x(t). In the figure, the trajectory x(.)
first goes through the partition C2 and, hence, the vector field f 2 is valid. After crossing the boundary between the sets C2 and C1 , the future state trajectory is governed
by the vector field f 1 .

Fig. 2.4 Comparison of the switching schemes of piecewise affine and discretely controlled continuous system.
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Contrary to this, discretely controlled continuous systems use a switching scheme
that is usually described by switching surfaces Si , which are hyperplanes in the state
space Rn . If the state trajectory x(.) crosses such a surface at time t̄, the discrete state
is changed (q → q  ), where the successor state is determined by the switching surface
touched at time t̄. Whether the trajectory crosses the surface Si or not depends on
the vector field that becomes active at time t̄. In the figure, the new vector field f 2
moves the state back into the region from which it came. In the region “below” the
surfaces S1 and S2 the state trajectory is first governed by f 1 and later by f 2 . Hence,
the current discrete state q depends on the whole trajectory x(.) and not only on the
current state x(t). It is a “true” discrete state.
2.1.8 Timed automata
Timed automata are a class of hybrid automata that involve particularly simple continuous dynamics: all differential equations are of the form ẋ = 1, and all the invariants, guards, etc. involve comparison of the real-valued states with constants (e.g.
x = 1, x < 2, x ≥ 0, etc.). Clearly, timed automata are somewhat limited when it
comes to modeling physical systems. They are very suited, however, for encoding
timing constraints (such as “event A must take place at least 2 seconds after event
B and not more than 5 seconds before event C”, etc.). For some applications, such
as multimedia, internet, and audio protocol verification, this type of description is
sufficient for both the dynamics of the system and the properties that we want the
system to satisfy. Readers interested in the details of timed automata are referred
to [13].
2.1.9 Hybrid inclusions
Hybrid inclusions form a natural extension of differential inclusions ẋ ∈ F (x) in the
sense that invariants, guards, and resets are added. Hybrid inclusions are given by the
data of two subsets C (the flow set) and D (the jump set) of Rn , and two set-valued
mappings F : C → Rn and G : D → Rn . The hybrid inclusion is then written as
ẋ ∈ F (x)

if x ∈ C ,

x ∈ G(x)

if x ∈ D .

+

Clearly, this description provides compact models with a clear structure, which
encompasses many hybrid phenomena. The hybrid inclusions turned out to be useful,
e.g., in the general study of hybrid systems, and in the domains of networked control
systems and reset control systems in particular.
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2.2 Comparison of the models
2.2.1 Equivalence of model classes
It is of interest to know which type of model classes are equivalent or which model
classes encompass others, as this can assist in transforming analysis and synthesis
results and tools obtained for one class to another.
In [305] relationships between some classes of discrete-time hybrid models are
presented, which will be summarized in Section 5.3. There it will be shown that
under mild assumptions discrete-time PWA systems are equivalent to some other
classes of hybrid systems such as MLD systems and discrete-time linear complementarity systems. Specific analysis or design problems might be easier to solve
using the formulation of one of the subclasses than that of another subclass. As a
result, each system class has its own analysis and synthesis tools. As a consequence,
it really depends on the problem and application at hand, which of these classes is
best suited.
In the continuous-time framework, such broad equivalence relations are out of the
question for the mentioned classes. However, there are relations between linear complementarity systems and other specific classes of non-smooth systems such as the
“normal cone differential inclusions” and projected dynamical systems [124, 303].
Also for many simulation and verification tools it is of interest to transform model
structures into others. The interchange format that is discussed in Chapter 12 forms
the means to transform models into certain basic formats, which can be used for
various simulators and model checkers.
2.2.2 Modeling power versus decisive power
The choice of a suitable modeling framework is a trade-off between two conflicting
criteria: the modeling power and the decisive power. The modeling power indicates
the size of the class of systems allowing a reformulation in terms of the chosen model
description. The decisive power is the ability to prove quantitative and qualitative
properties of individual systems in the framework. A model structure that is too broad
(like the hybrid automaton) cannot reveal specific properties of a particular element
in the model class. The size of a model class is often taken too large for analysis
purposes. As indicated by [92] and summarized in Section 4.6, even for the easiest
hybrid systems analysis and control problems are often undecidable, which means
that, roughly speaking, there does not exist an algorithm that solves the problem and
for which finite termination can be guaranteed. Even if the problems are decidable,
then often the problems require a very high computational load to be solved (NPcomplete or NP-hard, see [260] for details on these terms). Also for many classes
of hybrid and timed automata the reachability problem (i.e. determining whether
some of the trajectories of the system can attain a specific set of desired states) is
undecidable [315].
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Example 2.2

NP-hard analysis problem

As an example of an NP-hard problem, [92] considers the elementary hybrid system given
by

A1 x(k) if cT x(k) ≥ 0 ,
x(k + 1) =
A2 x(k) if cT x(k) < 0 ,
where A1 , A2 are matrices and c is a (column) vector of appropriate dimensions. The problem of deciding whether this switching system is stable is shown to be NP-hard. Loosely
speaking, this means that there is no algorithm that answers the question of stability in
polynomial time (as function of the size of A1 , A2 , and c). 

In conclusion, one can state that in certain cases it is useful to have some additional structure on the model class that one considers, as the hybrid automaton model
is too broad for detailed analysis.

2.3 Problems resulting from hybrid phenomena
Hybrid systems are inherently nonlinear and non-smooth, and therefore many of the
results available from the vast literature on linear systems and smooth nonlinear systems do not apply. As a consequence, many basic system-theoretic problems like
well-posedness, stability, controllability, observability, safety, etc. and many design
methods for controllers and observers have to be reconsidered within the hybrid context. Next, we will discuss several particular problems that complicate the resolution
of these issues.
2.3.1 Inadequacy of mono-disciplinary approaches
Hybrid system already exist for a long time and engineers have managed to analyze
and to design them. So, how did they manage to do so and what is new in hybrid
systems theory?

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.5 Two ways of simplifying hybrid systems analysis and design: (a) continuous representation, (b) discrete-event representation.

Figure 2.5 shows two ways to deal with hybrid systems by avoiding the combination of continuous and discrete model parts. These approaches either abstract
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from the discrete state evolution and end up with a purely continuous representation,
or abstract from the continuous movement and represent the system by a discreteevent model. In both cases, either the methods elaborated in the theory of continuous
systems or the theory of discrete-event systems alone are sufficient for analysis and
design.
As an example of the approach presented in Fig. 2.5(a), consider the DC-DC converter described in Section 1.3.3. A discrete controller switches the operation mode
in a very high frequency (usually measured in MHz), so that the voltage control problem can be solved by using an average model that describes the continuous evolution
of an average state approximating the highly oscillating voltage.
On the other hand, if only the discrete-event behavior of the system is important,
then the continuous state evolution can be ignored or reduced to its influence on
the discrete state changes. The model that represents the discrete state transitions
of a hybrid system is called a discrete abstraction. Methods used to obtain such
abstractions are described in Section 6.3–6.5.
In both situations, the hybrid character of the system under consideration is ignored (or “abstracted away”). This may be reasonable under specific practical circumstances, because any model should not represent a system in the best possible
way, but in a way suitable for solving the given task. However, the important consequence of the abstraction is the fact that typical phenomena of hybrid systems such
as switching dynamics and state jumps can no longer be represented by the model
and are, thus, excluded from the analysis and control design.
The main aim of hybrid systems theory is to elaborate analysis and design methods for technological systems for which both the continuous and the discrete state
evolution play an important role and for which neither an abstraction from the continuous movement nor the exclusion of the discrete state transitions from the considerations is possible or suitable, and for which the interaction between both system
parts thus has to be taken into account.
The following subsections describe phenomena that cannot be adequately modeled and analyzed by analysis methods purely tailored for continuous systems or for
discrete-event systems. So methods for both system classes have to be combined in
a suitable manner to deal with these phenomena.
2.3.2 Instability of hybrid systems resulting from switching
The fact that hybrid techniques have to be developed is evidenced by the study of
stability of hybrid systems. Stability is a real “hybrid problem,” that cannot be tackled by studying, e.g., only the stability of the subsystems (except for some trivial
examples). This is illustrated by the following switched system taken from [113].
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Example 2.3

Unstable hybrid system with stable operation modes

Consider the hybrid system with two operation modes

A1 x if x1 x2 ≤ 0 ,
ẋ =
A2 x if x1 x2 > 0 ,


with
A1 =

(2.9)




−1 10
−1 100
and A2 =
.
−100 −1
−10 −1

By inspection of the eigenvalues of A1 and A2 , which for both matrices are λ1/2 ≈ −1 ±
31.62 j, one can see that both of the dynamics are stable (cf. the phase portraits in Fig. 2.6),
but the switched system (2.9) is not (Fig. 2.7).

2
x2

2
x2

0
−2

0

−2
−2

0
x1

2

−2

0
x1

2

Fig. 2.6 Behavior of the stable linear submodels.
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0
x

−5

2

↓

−10
−15
−20

−1

−0.5

0
x1

0.5

1
× 106

Fig. 2.7 Unstable switched system (2.9).

Indeed, the switched system activates dynamics 1 if the state lies in the second and the
fourth quadrant, and dynamics 2 if the state is in the first or the third quadrant. As one can
see from the trajectory shown in Fig. 2.7, the switched system is unstable. 
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Also converse examples exist where the subsystems are all unstable and the corresponding switched system is stable (e.g. consider the time-reversed version of the
system above).
As a consequence, it is not sufficient to study only the stability properties of the
subsystems, as the switching structure has to be taken into account as well. For many
other properties (observability, controllability, etc.), this is also the case and hence,
hinging on the available results for continuous and discrete-event models, a hybrid
systems theory is needed.
2.3.3 Zeno behavior
The evolution of a hybrid system typically consists of smooth phases in which the
discrete mode remains constant, separated by discrete events and actions. In the terminology of hybrid automata, the discrete events are often given by guards being
enabled or invariants about to be violated and the discrete actions are mode switches
and/or resets of the continuous part of the hybrid state variable.
Zeno behavior is the phenomenon that for a dynamical system an infinite number
of events occur in a finite length time-interval.
This phenomenon is named after the ancient Greek philosopher Zeno of Elea.
Example 2.4

Bouncing ball

A famous example of a simple model of a mechanical system that exhibits Zeno behavior is
the bouncing ball (Fig. 2.8).

5

x1= 0

x2 < 0

x2:= −ex2

0

−5

x1=x2
x2=−g
x1> 0
(a)

x1

−10
0

x2

2

4
t

6

(b)

Fig. 2.8 Bouncing ball: hybrid automaton (a) and simulation (b) with x = x1
and ẋ = x2 .

8
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The height of the ball above the surface is denoted by x1 with dynamics ẍ1 = −g and
the constraint x1 ≥ 0. The velocity ẋ1 of the ball will be denoted by x2 . To complete the
model we include Newton’s restitution rule x2 (τ +) = −αx2 (τ −) when x1 (τ −) = 0 and
x1 (τ −) < 0 (0 < α < 1). The reset or event times {τi }i∈IN can be easily computed and
are given by
2αi x2 (0)
τi+1 = τi +
, for i ∈ IN,
g
assuming that x1 (0) = 0 and x2 (0) > 0. Hence, {τi }i∈IN has a finite limit equal to
τ ∗ = 2x2 (0)/(g − gα) < ∞. So the continuous state (x1 (t), x2 (t)) converges to (0, 0)
when t ↑ τ ∗ . The physical interpretation is that the ball is at rest within a finite time span,
but after infinitely many bounces. By extending the model (the complementarity framework presented above is quite natural for this) a continuation beyond τ ∗ can be defined by
(x1 (t), x2 (t)) = (0, 0) for t > τ ∗ .
This is a specific example of Zeno behavior, i.e. a infinite number of events in a finite
length time interval. In this case we have an infinite number of state re-initializations and
the set of event times for the bouncing ball contains a so-called right-accumulation point.


This kind of Zeno behavior often prevents the existence of global solutions
(i.e. defined for all times t ∈ R+ ) and, hence, is directly related to the wellposedness issue: the existence and uniqueness of solutions given an initial condition.
In Section 5.4 it is also demonstrated that the definition of a solution trajectory can
either allow for specific kind of Zenoness or not. Of course, depending on the choice
of solutions, the well-posedness issue differs. Some interesting examples of this are
presented in Section 5.4.
Also for the simulation of hybrid systems, Zenoness is a difficult problem. Imagine that one tries to determine a trajectory of a system like the bouncing ball by iteratively integrating over the smooth phases, estimating the event times (by detecting
zero crossings), resetting the states, etc. Of course, this natural integration scheme
(sometimes called “event-driven integration”) would get stuck at or before the rightaccumulation point as the interval lengths are decreasing to arbitrary small positive
numbers. Some limiting procedure would be necessary to determine the accumulation point, which would be numerically hard to detect and to implement. Also the
detection of zero crossings is crucial (as they determine the next mode for instance).
As numerical simulators always produce approximation errors, the fact that hybrid
systems do not generally have the property of continuous dependence on initial conditions (Section 2.3.5), the slightest error might lead to approximating a completely
different trajectory. For certain specific classes of hybrid systems, so-called timestepping schemes [3, 154] might be more suitable.
Not only for well-posedness or simulation issues, but also for analysis one has
to be careful as certain properties of a system may only be true for trajectories that
are defined on finite-length time intervals due to Zeno behavior. This might imply
that the property does not hold true for all times (beyond the Zeno point). As a
consequence, in case of verification of certain system properties, it is crucial which
type of trajectories to include in the model of the plant (and hence, in the analysis).
Definitely the mathematical behavior of the model should be “rich enough” to reflect
the real plant or system behavior. What one often sees, is that, e.g., Zeno solutions are
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excluded in the analysis of system’s properties. In this case one has to realize that the
property holds only for “non-Zeno” trajectories, while the actual system might have
solutions beyond Zeno points and the system might fail in practice. One (in)famous
example consisting of two tanks is given in [14]. There a controller is designed that
keeps the fluid level for both tanks above a desired minimal level and this is proven
to work for non-Zeno trajectories. As the (real) system has Zeno trajectories, this
analysis is useless and it turns out that both tanks do get below the minimal level.
Hence, this demonstrates that one has to be careful with excluding these type of
phenomena, or stated differently, with the choice of solution concept used for the
analysis.
The above aspects indicate that the Zeno phenomenon is a major problem in
hybrid systems analysis and it is one of the challenges that the system and control
theory for hybrid systems has to face. Hence, it is important to develop conditions
that either exclude Zenoness or indicate when it is present. As the Zeno behavior can
be seen as a modeling artifact that never can occur in reality, these conditions should
be used to avoid Zeno behavior of the model.
2.3.4 Chattering or infinitely fast switching: sliding modes
For hybrid systems in general and the switched systems described in Section 2.1.3 in
particular, also the presence of infinitely fast switching resulting in sliding behavior
around switching surfaces can complicate the analysis (Section 5.4 for more details
about sliding behavior). As Fig. 2.9 shows, chattering occurs if the vector fields f −
and f + that hold on either side of the surface S both point to the switching surface.
Hence, the trajectory is forced to remain on S. Consequently, the surface is called a
sliding surface. In practice, however, the state will not remain on this surface, but a
fast switching will occur (that may overload the actuators).

Fig. 2.9 Chattering and sliding modes.

Properties that might be true for the constituting dynamics (e.g., ẋ = f− (x) and
ẋ = f+ (x) in (2.2)) do not necessarily hold for the sliding modes induced by these
dynamics. For instance, two stable systems might yield an unstable sliding mode
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(even if there is a continuous piecewise quadratic Lyapunov function corresponding
to each of the individual dynamics), as was indicated by Example Section 2.3.2 in
[401] and is evidenced by the following example.

Example 2.5

Chattering of piecewise linear system

Consider the piecewise linear system (taken from [301])





A1 x if x1 ≥ 0
−3 1
−3 −1
ẋ =
, A2 =
.
with A1 =
−5 1
5 1
A2 x if x1 ≤ 0
This system allows a continuous piecewise quadratic Lyapunov function of the form
V (x) = xT P1 x when x1 ≥ 0 and V (x) = xT P2 x when x1 ≤ 0 with




3.9140 −2.0465
3.9140 2.0465
and P2 =
,
P1 =
−2.0465 1.5761
2.0465 1.5761
which are computed via the procedure outlined in [343]. These results prove the exponential
stability of the system along “ordinary” solutions (without sliding motions).
However, the sliding mode dynamics at x1 = 0 is given by ẋ2 = x2 , which is unstable,
in spite of the presence of a continuous piecewise quadratic Lyapunov function (satisfying
AT
q Pq + Pq A q < 0 and Pq > 0 for q = 1, 2). 

Hence, the presence of possible sliding motions has to be detected and included
in a proper manner in analysis or synthesis methods.
2.3.5 Sensitivity and nondeterminism of the system behavior
The qualitative behavior of hybrid systems can be very sensitive to changes in the
continuous initial state. As a consequence, the discrete behavior, which is represented
by the sequence of discrete states, can be nondeterministic in the sense that for a
small change in the initial continuous state x0 it is unknown whether the discrete
state sequence remains the same or changes drastically.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.10 Sensitivity of the hybrid system behavior.
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The reason for this is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. Figure 2.10(a) shows two continuous
state trajectories that start in nearby initial states x0 . As one trajectory crosses the
switching surface S and the other does not, the continuations of the continuous state
trajectories differ considerably. In particular, the hybrid system changes its discrete
state in the first case, whereas it remains in the current discrete state in the second
case. Note that for any given switching surface one can in general find a point at
which the surface is tangential to the vector field. Consequently, the phenomenon
shown here is not specific for this example, but occurs in many hybrid systems (for
an example see [304]).
Another situation where this sensitivity becomes obvious is illustrated in
Fig. 2.10(b), which shows state trajectories with state jumps. The jumps are invoked
when the continuous state trajectory crosses one of the switching surfaces S1 or S2 .
As the reset map R introduced in Section 1.2 associates quite different state sets to
the jumps that start at S1 or at S2 , respectively, the continuation of the continuous
and the discrete state trajectories depends severely on which switching surface has
been reached. Furthermore, there is an initial state x0 for which the continuation of
the behavior after the state jump cannot be unambiguously predicted (at least if the
usual model uncertainties are taken into account, cf. the dotted line in the figure).

2.4 Overview of solution approaches
2.4.1 Necessity for a novel theory on hybrid dynamical systems
In this section we survey the main approaches that have been developed to deal with
the new phenomena occurring in hybrid systems. The consequences for control system analysis and design are also explained.
A first look at hybrid systems raises a very basic question:
Does the class of hybrid systems necessitate a new theory?
This question is reasonable, because a mixture of continuous and discrete effects
have been dealt with in control engineering for long. Think, in particular, of optimal control, where a time-optimal solution represents a “bang-bang” type control
input or where inequality constraints can switch between an active and an inactive
status. In control practice, gain scheduling methods or fuzzy control are used with
some success and these methods are based on switching among different control laws
in dependence upon the current operating conditions. Finally, programming logic
controllers often use binary or multi-valued signals to switch between continuous
processes.
The main difference between these methods and hybrid systems theory lies in the
fact that the traditional methods mentioned above deal with specific control aspects
where the co-existence of continuous and discrete dynamics can be tackled by specific analytical methods, whereas hybrid systems theory tries to elaborate methods
that allow the introduction of combined continuous-discrete phenomena in a quite
more general sense. The new theory starts with the hybrid phenomena explained in
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Section 1.1.3 and aims at creating modeling formalisms and analysis methods that
allow such phenomena to occur in arbitrary combinations.
The result of this approach is twofold. On the one hand, a very general class
of hybrid systems can be dealt by the models that will be introduced in the following chapters. This class not only includes continuous models that are equipped with
some discrete elements like inequality constraints, or discrete-event models that have
been extended by some continuous properties like clocks. This system class is general enough to cover systems with intrinsic continuous and discrete phenomena. In
particular, state jumps or vector fields with discontinuities cannot be dealt with by
continuous systems theory or the methods mentioned above, which start from the
basic assumption of a (Lipschitz) continuous vector field. For them, a new theory
has to be elaborated.
On the other hand, as the price for this general approach, the modeling and design problems become very complex with many problems proved to be undecidable
or at least NP-hard. Even if the problems are classified as “efficiently solvable” the
computational complexity of real-world applications often exceeds the thresholds
given by the available computing resources. In hybrid systems theory, the analytical complexity of continuous systems merge with the combinatorial complexity of
discrete-event systems. Hence, the generality of the models has to be reduced systematically to end up with really applicable methods.
The difference between the classical control theory and its extensions and the
more general approach of hybrid systems theory becomes obvious by the new problems explained above. Phenomena like Zeno behavior, instability occurring from
stable systems, sensitivity and nondeterminism of the system behavior, etc., cannot
be detected without using this general approach. Furthermore new challenges include the creation of reliable numerical methods for the reachability analysis and
simulation of hybrid systems, the elaboration of verification methods for mixed
continuously–discretely controlled systems or design procedures for event generators, and interfaces between continuous and discrete subsystems. These and further
problems necessitate a new theory and the following chapters will show how far this
theory is already developed.
2.4.2 Solution concepts and well-posedness
The new phenomena occurring in hybrid systems necessitate the definition of what
a solution of a hybrid system is. Different solution concepts have been defined for
the various model formats proposed, and even for a given model several solution
concepts can be applied.
To illustrate the necessity of new solution concepts, remember that for continuous
systems
ẋ(t) = f (x(t)), x(0) = x0
(2.10)
the classical solution is a continuously differentiable function x : [0, ∞) → Rn
that satisfies the differential equation (2.10) for all times t. That is, the derivative
ẋ(t) points into the direction of the vector field f (x) in all points x ∈ Rn . Many
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existence conditions have been derived. In particular, a unique solution to (2.10)
exists for all initial states x0 if the function f is Lipschitz-continuous, which is a
standard assumption in nonlinear systems theory.
For hybrid systems, the vector field f changes discontinuously as, for instance,
in the scalar example

−a for x > 0,
f (x) =
(2.11)
a for x ≤ 0,
with some a > 0. Then a solution in the classical sense may not exist for all initial
conditions. In the example, there is no such solution for x0 = 0.
New solution concepts have to release the requirement that the function x(t) satisfies eqn. (2.10) for all times t. The Carathéodory solution is a solution that follows
the vector field f for almost all times t but may violate the differential equation for
a set of time points of measure zero. Alternatively, the Filippov solution is defined in
terms of the vector field f , which is evaluated in a neigborhood of the point x and
n
which leads to the set-valued function F : Rn → 2R . For the example (2.11) this
function is
⎧
⎨ {−a} for x > 0,
F (x) = [−a, a] for x = 0,
⎩
{a} for x < 0,
which associates with x = 0 the interval [−a, a]. Then the solution of the original
discontinuous differential equation is defined as a solution to the differential inclusion
x ∈ F (x), x(0) = x0 .
For the example, such a solution exists for x0 = 0 and is given by x(t) = 0.
As a further illustration of the necessity of introducing new solution concepts,
remember the discussion at the end of the section on Zeno behavior above. Studying
a two-tank system with non-Zeno type of solutions might lead to the erroneous conclusion that the fluid levels in the tanks stay above specified target values, which is
not the case in reality. Also the exclusion of specific solutions, e.g. by proving that
Zeno behavior cannot occur in a system, might be beneficial for subsequent analysis.
In general a fundamental problem of interest is the well-posedness property of a
system.
A system is said to be well-posed if a solution of the system exists and is unique
given an initial condition (and possibly input signals).
The well-posedness property indicates that the system does not exhibit deadlock behavior (no solutions from certain initial conditions) and that determinism (uniqueness
of solutions) is satisfied. In particular, when the hybrid models represent physical
systems well-posedness is of interest. For certain other hybrid systems, the determinism may actually be too strong a requirement and one might focus only on the
existence of solutions given initial conditions and inputs.
The topics of solution concepts and well-posedness will be explored in more
detail in Section 5.4.
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2.4.3 Controllability, observability, and stability
Notions such as controllability, stabilizability, observability, and detectability have
played a central role throughout the history of modern control theory. Conceived by
Kalman, the controllability concept has been studied extensively in the context of
finite-dimensional linear systems, nonlinear systems, infinite-dimensional systems,
hybrid systems, and behavioral systems. One may refer to, e.g., Sontag’s book [600]
for historical comments and references.
Outside the linear context, characterizations of global controllability have been
hard to obtain. In the setting of smooth nonlinear systems, results have been obtained
for local controllability, but there is no hope of obtaining general algebraic characterizations of controllability in the large. The complexity of characterizing controllability and stabilizability has been studied in [92] for some classes of hybrid systems,
and the authors show that even within quite limited classes there is no algorithm to
decide the controllability status of a given system. Hence, this indicates that there is
no hope of finding complete conditions for general hybrid systems. The best that can
be obtained seems to be characterizations for some specific classes of hybrid systems.
Controllability problems for piecewise linear systems and various related model
classes have been studied in [65, 92, 160, 291, 394]. A similar story holds for
observability and detectability [30, 65, 159, 183].
It has already been indicated that stability for hybrid systems is a very complex problem. For some classes of hybrid systems such as switched systems and
PWA systems methods have been developed to analyze stability through various
types of Lyapunov functions such as common quadratic Lyapunov functions, continuous piecewise quadratic Lyapunov functions, discontinuous piecewise quadratic
Lyapunov functions, etc. These and other stability results for hybrid systems are presented in [169, 343, 401, 403, 452, 554, 676] and in Section 4.4, Section 4.5, and
Section 6.2.
2.4.4 Control design
Several control methods have been developed for hybrid systems, or, more specifically, for special classes of hybrid systems.
For switched systems a wide body of literature exists on the development of
stabilizing controllers using Lyapunov arguments and linear matrix inequalities (cf.
[342, 452, 659] and Section 4.4, 4.5, and 6.2).
For a class of hybrid systems appearing in the context of manufacturing a control
approach based on optimal control has been developed in [147, 170, 512] (Section 3.5).
Another important stream of control results for hybrid systems involves modelpredictive control (MPC). MPC has originally been developed for linear systems in
the pioneering work by Richalet, Cutler, and Ramaker [191, 556]. Recently it has also
been extended to some classes of hybrid systems. MPC uses (on-line) optimization in
combination with a prediction model and a receding horizon approach to determine
control inputs that optimize the performance of the system over a given prediction
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horizon subject to various operational and functional constraints on the inputs, states,
and outputs of the system.
In [62] an MPC approach is presented for mixed logical dynamical (MLD) systems and thus also for PWA systems due to existing equivalence relations mentioned
before. Additional results on MPC for MLD and PWA systems can be found in
[63, 103, 388, 447] and Section 5.1. For related classes of hybrid systems MPC
approaches have been developed in [484, 579].
2.4.5 Observer design
Observer design for hybrid systems is also a topic of interest. In many practical situations the full state is not available for feedback, while most control design methods
mentioned so far are based on state feedback. As such, it is of interest to use output feedback controllers using, e.g., a “certainty equivalence principle” in which the
state feedback will be based on an estimated state coming from an observer or another estimation scheme.

Fig. 2.11 State observation of hybrid systems.

Several interesting papers are available on observer design for hybrid systems,
especially in the context of switched and piecewise linear systems. Nevertheless, the
problem is still of interest as it turns out to be rather complicated, especially when
the mode q of the system is not known or cannot be directly reconstructed on the
basis of the measurements. This situation occurs, for example, if only the continuous
input u(t) and continuous output y(t) are measurable and the discrete state q has to
be estimated by means of this information (Fig. 2.11).
The situation becomes even more complicated when resets of the continuous
state variable occur. A good starting point for investigating hybrid observer design
are the following references: [9, 35, 41, 235, 350, 510, 516].
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2.4.6 Identification
Models of hybrid systems typically contain parameters that cannot always be determined using a first-principles modeling approach. In such cases the parameters have
to be determined based on input/output data. This process is called identification.
Some results on identification of hybrid systems are described in [70, 236, 348, 559,
651] and Section 4.2. A comparison between various identification procedures is
given in [347]. This comparison paper also presents interesting problems that hybrid
identification approaches have to face.
2.4.7 Model checking and verification
The process of automatically analyzing the properties of systems by exploring their
state space is known as model checking. This problem is only decidable for a few
classes of hybrid systems, among which are timed automata [17, 315].
Timed automata were the first class of hybrid systems that were shown to be
amenable to model checking methods [13]. Since then a number of other classes of
hybrid systems with this property have been established: classes of multi-rate automata [16], classes of systems with continuous dynamics governed by constant
differential inclusions [312], and classes of systems with continuous dynamics governed by linear differential equations [376]. It has also been shown that a very wide
class of hybrid systems can be approximated arbitrarily closely by such “decidable”
hybrid systems [545] (albeit at the cost of exponential computational complexity).
For overview of the developments in this area see [17]. Additional results are presented in Chapter 9 and Section 10.3.
2.4.8 Robust stability
To indicate some of the robustness problems that can occur in hybrid systems, let us
consider the following example taken from [355]:

0, if x(k) ≤ 1 ,
x(k + 1) =
1, if x(k) > 1 .
This system is exponentially stable (actually every trajectory converges to the origin within two steps). However, the system has no robustness in the sense that the
perturbed system

w(k),
if x(k) ≤ 1,
x(k + 1) =
1 + w(k), if x(k) > 1
has solutions with |x(k)| ≥ 1 no matter how small the bound ε on the disturbances
|w(k)| ≤ ε is taken, indicating that robust stability is not present. It is well-known
that for linear and smooth systems such a situation cannot arise.
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In [543] it is precisely proved that, under some regularity assumptions, the stability of hybrid systems is robust with respect to sufficiently small vanishing perturbations. This fact reflects what has long been appreciated for continuous time systems
[177, 390].
This “robustness for free” result is particularly important in the context of the
design of hybrid stabilizers for nonlinear systems since in [543] it is claimed that
any stabilizing hybrid feedback, with a discrete logic variable, meeting some basic
regularity assumptions is robust, even if the logic variable does not converge to a
finite set. This is a general result addressing robustness of such hybrid feedbacks;
in [317, 319, 474, 540, 541, 542] robustness was established for particular hybrid
feedbacks.
2.4.9 Simulation
Finally, note that in practice the most widely used technique for hybrid systems is
computer simulation, via a combination of discrete-event simulation and differential algebraic equation (DAE) solvers. Some computer simulation and verification
tools that are (also) used for hybrid systems are BaSiP, Modelica, HyTech, KRONOS, Hybrid Chi, 20-sim, and UPPAAL (cf. Chapter 11). Simulation models can
represent the plant with a high degree of detail, providing a close correspondence
between simulated behavior and real plant behavior. This approach is, for any large
system, computationally very demanding, and moreover it is difficult to understand
from a simulation how the behavior depends on model parameters. This difficulty
is even more pronounced in the case of large-scale hybrid systems that consist of
many interacting modules. Fast simulation techniques based on variance reduction,
and perturbation analysis techniques [144] have been developed in order to partially
overcome these limitations.
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